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Cables love HelaCon

HelaCon Plus and HelaCon Easy are

push-in wire connectors for

professional cable connections.

Helawrap

Helawrap is the ideal solution for

bundling and protecting cables and

wires.

The RiteOn starter pack gets you

started right away.

  

These self-laminating labels provide simple and rapid
identification for low volume installation and rework. The
coloured text field gives a good contrast to the cable for
extra clarity. The RiteOn protective laminating clear taill
ensures optimal protection against humidity, dirt and
debris and mechanical abrasion. Write your text in the
marker window of the dispenser, dispense the label, place
the shaded area with the text onto the cable surface and
wrap the clear 'tail' around the cable.
 
Refill packs are available with label areas in 6 different
colours that will suit most applications. Refilling is
simplicity itself into the RiteOn dispenser.

Base Data

Colour Yellow (YE), Transparent (CL)

Colour Marking Field Yellow (YE)

Product Family RiteOn Refill Packs

Type RO203REF-1401-YE, RO203REF-1401-YE

Product Dimensions

Bundle ∅∅∅∅ max. 18.20 mm

Bundle ∅∅∅∅ min. 9.10 mm

Height (H) 25.40 mm

Height (H2) 76.20 mm

Width (W) 19.10 mm

Logisitic and Packaging

Pack Cont. 100, 100

Quantity of Europallet 0

Quantity per roll

Weight (Kg) 0.02 kg

Material and Specifications

Material Type 1401, Vinyl, Type 1402, Vinyl, Type 1301, Vinyl, white-

transparent (WH/CL), self laminating, Type 1213, Vinyl (PVC),

glossy colours, Type 1212, Vinyl (PVC), yellow matt (YE),

removable, Type 1211, Vinyl (PVC), yellow gloss (YE), Type 1210,

Vinyl (PVC), white gloss (WH), Type 1209, Vinyl (PVC), white-

transparent (WH/CL), Type 1208, Acrylate foil (AC), white (WH),

tamper proof, Type 1207, Polyester (PET), transparent (CL), Type

1206, Polyester (PET), white (WH)

Material Shortcut 1401

ROHS Conformity TRUE
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Outside Serrated Ties

The design of these cable ties offers

high tensile strengths and a smooth

surface to the insulation

M-Boss Online

Please send us a request for

quotation for individually preprinted

stainless steel markers.
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